The Rising Cost of Shipping

In 2015, UPS and FedEx introduced dimensional (or DIM) pricing. Jiffy pack and polybag packages started taking the place of the traditional cardboard box.

New Material Handling Challenges

Many retailers began implementing new order packaging and zone skipping shipping strategies. New packaging created material handling challenges.

Sortation Innovations

Award-winning linear and loop sortation systems are available to help you address a variety of fulfillment and parcel challenges.

- Sliding-shoe — enable zone-skipping techniques
- Cross-belt — patented dynamic discharge meets high-throughput requirements
- Push-tray — sort multiple types of containers

Advanced Conveyor Technologies

Enable high-density, zero-pressure accumulation and flexible vertical conveyor workflows with our proven, patented technologies:

- Eliminates side-by-sides and product damage via precise zone management
- Keep product flowing across multiple elevation levels with vertical indexing and reciprocating conveyors
- Manage a variety of cases, cartons, totes and polybags

The Vital Role of Sortation

Sortation technology plays a key role in nearly every aspect of fulfillment operations.

Consult the Experts

We'll design a system tailored to your specific throughput and operational requirements.

Are you meeting customer delivery expectations?

More than 90 percent of consumers report abandoning shopping carts due to unexpectedly high shipping costs.